A Solution for IT staff and executives to
visualize their investment, ROI and
overall health and landscape of their
Azure infrastructure
Reimagine your past, current and forecasted cloud consumption
costs with Audix for Azure.
Quickly map your Azure footprint, security, changes and identify
unused resources to streamline costs and improve ROI.

Why customers use
Audix Cloud?
This at-a-glance box
•

Visualize complex security
configurations

•

Visualize complex Azure
network diagrams

•

Always up-to-date Azure
inventory

•

Accurate Azure cost
forecasting

•

Scalable solution as your
Azure infrastructure

What is Audix Cloud?
With Audix Cloud, every worker in the organization, from IT to CEO, understands and
can visualize your Azure cloud infrastructure and security.

Visualize Network and
Security Resources

Visualize Inventory and Cost
Forecasting

Visualize your entire Azure
Footprint

•

View complex network VNETs
and their relationships with ease

•

Quickly visualize your entire
Azure resource inventory

•

Always up-to-date Azure assets
inventory

•

Quickly identify network security
group rules

•

Quickly identify your current
Azure spending

•

Complete overview of Azure
unused resources

•

Quickly identify relationships
between VM’s and subnets

•

Quickly identify your future
Azure spending trends

•

Seamless Azure ROI overview

Instant insights regarding your
Azure network resources

Instant insights regarding your
Azure current and future costs

Instant insights regarding your
Azure resources and
interrelationships

Audix Cloud identified our high cost Azure resources and helped us understand the impact to our bottom line more clearly.
- Bill Devlin, CIO, Luby’s
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Audix Cloud allows Microsoft Azure customers to gain
valuable insights about their Azure footprint
Proof & Statistics
•

Audix Cloud effectively shows your actual vs forecasted spend

Audix Cloud

•

Audix Cloud helps you prevent Azure invoice surprises

Our promise to you

•

Audix Cloud maximizes your Azure ROI by understanding your
resource usage and consumption

Proof & Statistics of Joint Solution

Even if you are new to Azure, Audix
Cloud will allow you to quickly
understand your Azure investment,
ROI, security, trends and risks

•

Microsoft Azure with Audix Cloud allows you to Constantly
evaluating if monthly Azure costs yield the intended benefits

•

Microsoft Azure with Audix Cloud allows you to discover
avoidable costs prior to end of month invoicing

•

Try Audix Cloud risk free for 30
days

•

Reduced Azure spend on un-used resources

•

Identify valuable insights in
minutes with Audix Cloud

An offer to get you started

Tangible Benefits / Desired Outcomes
•

With Audix Cloud, every worker in the organization, from IT to CEO, understands and can visualize your Azure cloud
infrastructure and security.

•

Always stay on top of your Azure spend and reduce billing surprises

•

Audix Cloud helps you identify and lower your operational and security risks by helping you quickly identify them

Why MRE Consulting, Ltd?
MRE’s infrastructure solutions are based on a proven methodology and customized to fit your organization. We believe that
the key to success lies in putting together the right group of people, drawing on our subject-matter expertise and your
staff’s intimate knowledge of your company. Together, we examine the factors that drive your business — opportunity, cost
reduction, risk avoidance, compliance, etc. — and construct a strategy that uses these factors to your advantage.
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